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JOULE LOSSES M LINEAR <1 PINCHES : 

LASER VS MAGNETIC HEATING ' 

William R. Ellis 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

Los Alamos, New Mexico 

Summary 

The dc joule losses per unit length in a K-pinch 
compression coil are calculated and compared to the 
thermonuclear energy production for two different meth
ods of plasma heating. In the first method, conven
tional staged y-pinch heating is assumed. In the sec
ond method laser heating by long wavelength irradia
tion from the ends is assumed. Reactor parameters are 
calculated, and it is shown that for circulating power 
fractions to be 20X or less, the plasma radius must be 
at least a few cm in size. 

I. Introductian. 

The basic motivation for studying straight »-
pinch reactor designs is to have a viable back-up con
cept for toroidal Scyllac reactor studies. 

It is widely accepted that the main virtues of the 
straight &-pinch over other configurations such as to
roidal Scyllac and Tokamak are its ease of plasma heat
ing and Its desirable plasma stability properties. The 
problem with linear ^-pinches, of course, is end loss, 
whereby, without mirrors, particles stream out the ends 
at essentially the ion thermal velocity. It can be 
shown, however, that the use of mirrors is not the best 
way in which to use the maximum field, B^.^, obtainable 
In a 6-pinch. The maximum nT product results, other 
things being equal, when B = 3,,,̂  along the entire 
yiMx^ii kuxuBm, .situ ww..a«.̂ uC.«.j.y -**c s-»rrcr ret—z — z "~ 
nity. 

In a recent LAMS report, Ellis and Sawyer con
sidered the problem of laser heating vs conventional 
magnetic heating (shock heating followed by adiabatic 
compression) In an unmirrored linear &-pinch geometry. 
Scaling laws were derived for reactor length, confine
ment time, ion density, cycle time, etc, as functions 
of the magnetic field strength, B 0 , based upon the 
assumption that particle end loss is the dominant mech
anism limiting plasma confinement. With the further 
assumption that the plasma was highly compressed (i.e., 
plasma radius equal to a few ion gyroradii), the ther
monuclear energy produced per unit length and the la
ser energy required for heating were derived. These 
assumptions lead to values of the plasma radius of 1-2 
mm, laser energies of 5-10 MJ, and power plants in t'.ie 
few hundred MWe range. 

In this paper we extend the previous analysis of 
Ellis and Sawyer to include the important energy loss 
mechanism of joule losses in the compression coil. 
These losses can be substantial, and theoretically it 
is predicted that the thermonuclear power can be made 
Eo dominate, resulting in an acceptably low circulat
ing power fraction, only if the plasma radius is in
creased from its minimum value. Our calculations show 
that the minimum plasma radius must be of the order of 
a few cm, instead of a few mm, with concomitant in
creases in the size of the plant, magnetic and laser 
en.argy storage requirements, etc. 

II. Review of o-Pinch Scaling Laws. 

Scaling laws have been derived tor the linear 6-
pinch, assuming that plasma loss out of the ends at 
essentially the Ion thermal velocity is the dominant 

loss mechanism limiting plasma confinement. Radial 
diffusion and axial thermal conduction are assumed to 
be small compared to particle end losses. We further 
assume no applied mirrors, equal electron and ion tem
peratures, p « 1, iff • 1 0 " cm 3ec for the reactor, 
and kT • 10 keV during the burn. 

The required scaling laws are reproduced below 
with the magnetic field B0 as the independent variable: 

Ion Density 

1.24 x 10 1 2 B2 

o 

Confinement Time 

T - 806/B'' 
o 

Reactor Length 

L - 1.97 x 105/B2 

o 

Plasna Thermal Energy Cortent 

2 
246 a MJ 

Plant Thermal Power Output 

P h - 1.67 x 10' KW th 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The units are magnetic field B in kG, Ion density 
n in cm~3, confinement time T in sec, reactor length L 
in km, plasma radium a in cm, first wall radius b in 
cm, and average wall loading (from primary neutron flux), 
(Pw/A) in MW/m

2. 

It can be seen from these equations that unless 
B 0 is large, the reactor size becomes_unvieldy. For 
example if B - 100 kG, b - 10 cm and ?W/A » 3.5 MW/m

2 

(a commonly quoted value)2 then the reactor length is 
19.7 km (12.2 miles) and the thermal power is 58.5 GWTh. 
It follows that the way to reduce the plant size, and 
hence cost, is to make B 0 as large as possible. 

III. Maximum Practical Magnetic Fle.tr . 

The maximum magnetic field that can be used will 
be governed by strength of materials since the coil 
winding must be capable of supporting the magnetic 
pressure produced bv the confinement field, whether dc 
or pulaed. 

A survey of the literature on high magnetic field 
technology Indicates Chat the largest magnetic fields 
have beer, obtained in single turn solen-'ds. The 
limits for colls that last many shoes aiv about 600 kC 
for coils of 1 cm bore and 300 kG for colls of 10 ca 
bore. One MG is definitely out of reach with present 
technology. 

IV. Comproslon Coll Design. 

In this paper we will ba considering magnetic 

1 
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field* In the range 100-400 kC, corresponding to nstt-
netlc pressures in the ranga 6000-96,000 psi. The 
yield point* of «onc posalbln coil euiterlal* are plot
ted against Magnetic pressure in Fin. 1. Since the 
coll Material should alio be a good electrical conduc
tor ro alnlalze joule losses, cho best choice appears 
to be Be-Cu, with a yield strength of 1.5 x 105 pal. 
We will assume that the u-plnch coll Is located Inside 
the breeding blanket (probably necessary with the high 
fluids aasuoed here), in which case It will operate , 
hot. The resistivity of Se-Cu at 500"C is n • 5 x 10 
ft-ca. The coil thickness .'.b (see Fig. 2) will be taken 
as 10 ca, a coeproalse between neutron daaage effects 
and strength requirements. The coil radius b depends 
In a coapllcated way on the choice of S0, plasna beat
ific, aeehanl*t», *rr, 
in detail below. 

?«ia dependence --ill h*i <iiict»a*e«} 

fi . 3.2 10 

in <!•?> 

where Cj/t. is in HJ/o for n In f!-ea. 

Thus Joule loitsej are only weakly R'osc 
dent, and In particular arc Independent ot t 
of turns. Once n is fixed, the Joule losses 
ei.illy fixed also. 

(10) 

try depen-
lie nuaber 
are cssen-

VI. Kajt.net ic Energy Scored; In she Cotl. 

The aajjnetlc energy stored In the coll Includes a 
contribution froa the coll thickness ib: 

V. Joule Losses in the Coaprgsslon Coll. 

Joule losses In the coepression coil of a puis**! 
reactor are of two types. The eddy current losses a-
riaa froa tiae variations of the esagnetic field, end 
cam be aininized by laninar construction. The dc. ot 
transport current, losses are associated with thfc sole-
ooldal field B0, and art subject only to air.or control. 
In the calculations which foilou we will sssuo* that 
eddy current losses are negligibly sag 11 coepared to 
the transport current losses, which stay be optlaiscic. 

b + fib » e 

*K " s 2 

o 
2"r <Jr (11) 

Substituting Eq. (7) for S(r) and integrating yields 

nb\ 

*H " 2J». (1 + f) (12) 

During one burning pulse the transport current 
losses par unit length of the reactor are 

where f represents magnetic energy stored in the coll 
vail: 

b. 
L 

<f fib 

1 J2(r) 2Rr dr (6) 
f<c/b) - .MS"! 

(An c/b) 21[K1 - Js) - 7 (i* f)a + in f: 

(13) 

*'--**" iii r i V - ? ' - - i - *̂ f-
coil. Equation (6) la alnialted when B(r) reaches its 
steady state solution, i.e., satisfies, the tine inde
pendent diffusion equation. This solution la 

»(r) -

r < b 

(7) 

*o in (c/b) b < r < c 

finally, substituting from Eq. (3) for L yields 

t^ • 246 b 2 (1 + f) (14) 

where 1% la in KJ for b in ca. 

VII. Theraonuclear Energy Production in the Plasna. 

Is one pulse the theraonuclear energy produced per 
unit length is given by 

afaexe c - b + fib ia the outer coil radius aa shown in 
Pig. 2. Although the compression coll Is shown In Fig. 
2 ss s one turn solenoid for simplicity, in practice 
laalnatlons will definitely be required if B(r) attaina 
the steady state distribution given by Eq. (7) on the 
Millisecond claw scales of Interest. The skin depth 
associated with a rlsevat of 1 asec and a coll resis
tivity of 5 x 10" 6 fi-ca is 0.7 c*. 

The required distribution J(r) Is calculated froa 
V X • •» u. j. In MKS units. 

J(r) 1 
r I* in {c/b) 

9 

(8) 

tff direct integration we then find 

i 
L 

» nri 
O 

»l in (c/b) 
(t) 

Substituting froa Eq. (2) for T ellalnates B : 

r " i n 2 2 — • n Q ov T (15) 

where Q is the energy released per reaction, ov is the 
Haxwell-averased 0-T cross-sect ion (equal to 1.1 x 

3 If 10 1 6 caJ see"* at 10 keV), and T is the burn tiae. 
wa take Q « 18.9 MeV/reaetion* (vhlch it soaewhat pes
simistic, since it ignores the 3.52 MeV energy of the 
trapped alpha particle), nT • 10 l j era"' sec, and n froa 
Eq. (1) (the pressure balance condition), we obtain 

n -S 2 2 
r 2 - 3.22 x 10 3 a B_ 
L O 

(16) 

where Ej,/L is in HJ/a for a in ca and B in kG. For a 
given magnetic field, En/L is thus directly proportion
al to the plasea cross-sectional area. 

Froa 14.1 HeV birth energy per neutron plus 4.8 MeV 
froa the Li°(n,«) T breeding reaction In the blanket. 
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VIII. Plant Circulating Povor Fraction. 

We for* the dieumslo«l<ji«s r a t i o of joule louses 
to thermonuclear energy product ion from £q». (10) and 

E 
n 

9.94 * 10 n(.>ca,) 

»2<cm) » (kC) i n o ('•?) 
(17) 

The ratio ti/Efl must be less than unity for any 
viable rtaetor. Tor exaraple, in stia R~?J! toroidal 
reactor design,^ Ei/Ka a* defined horo la 6.35. coa-
parad to the total circulating sovar fraction of 13.BI. 
Circulating power fraction* greater than about 20* are 
usually considered unacceptable la a reactor. There
fore w« will assess Ej/K-, - 1/2(0.30) - 0.10 Jn t!« 
following calculation*. which is probabi)* at the uppesf 
limit of acceptable values. 

In order to obtain closed-fora analytic solutions 
for a and b, vc replace the logarithm tern in £q. (17) 
by it* expansion 

i«(l + |£) 'it • 1 
-1 

(IS) 

?er 2bMb £ 1, £q. (16) is accurate to better than 
101. for the smallest value of b discussed in this 
paper, b » 2.17 cm, Eq. (IS) s» '/till accurate to bet
ter than 20X. With this substitution, £q. (17) becomes 

fl - 4.97 a 10 
a 2 . 2 

o 

(19) 

(em, fl-c», kC). Sot* that t^/S^ is minimized by op*r-
•ting at the largest possible value of B0. 

IX.; Conventional tf-Plneh to.actor Parameters. 

In conventional ^-pinches, plasma heating Is ac
complished in stag*** by a combination of shock (or 
{•plosion) heating followed by sdiabatie compression 
to the ignition temperature in a rising magnetic field. 
Using the so called "free-expansion" implosion model 
(which predicts a first stage equilibrium position at 
a/b « 0.7*3 Rlbc las calculated the final temperature 
after compression, 
compression ratio: 

kT0, as a function of Bo, E#, and 

7/3 

» («f) " °- 2**(b/ fkT0(k*V)J
1/2 Be(kG). (20) 

We denote the ignition-state quantities (a0, n0, 
kT0, B0) by a subscript "o" to distinguish chco from 
the average quantities during the burn (a, n, kT, B). 
If we sssust* kT0 « 5 keV and kT - 10 keV, as predicted 
by computer burn codes' (kT > kT0 because of alpha 
partlc.lt heating), then the average and ignition val
ue* arc related approximately by a • <?2 «0, n - 1/2 
do, I » l0, and kT - 2kT.. Thus Eq. (20) becomes 

b - 0.55 a 
Bo(kC) 

13/7 

*(£) 
(21) 

(b In ca for a in cm), 
i n t o Eq. (19) y i e l d s 

Substituting b frca Eq. (21) 

- 1 . 4.97 a 1 0 ' 1 
2 . 2 

a 8 
o 

1 • 1.10a 
& ) ' 

yfi 

at) 

Equation (22) i s quadra t ic in a , with s o l u t i o n 

2a' 
(23) 

where a ' •• B"(k6) 

B (fcG) 
1 3/7 

6* - - 5.47 x 10* SffNft) 

Y* - - 4.97 x 10* n(Q-ca) 

By in spec t ion , a w i l l be ainissincd by choosing 
both fcs and 8 *s la rge as p o s s i b l e . In the following 
exacpl.es wo w i l l j f i x Kj/E^ " 0 - 1 . 1 » 5 x 10"° fi-ea, 
&b - 10 c o , and V^A • 3.5 Jftf/a2, as d iscussed previous
l y . 

Example 1: 8 200 fcC, Ee - 2 fcV/co. 

These n igh t be reasonable choices for a l i n e a r 
r e a c t o r . We c a l c u l a t e a » 5.97 cm a^d b - 23.6 cm-

5 x 
25 ssci, i. - ^.? te, f - "* fit. ««<< 

Pyj, - 34.5 CW. ' " 

Troa Eqs» (1) to (S) and (14) it follows that n 

ESiSglC,,?: 8 " 400 kC, 
o 

- 4 kV/ea. 

This is a more extreme case. We calculate: 
2.00 ca, b » 7.92 ca, 10" 
I • 1.2 km, Ej, - 29 CJ, and P T h - 2.9 CM. 

S msec, 

In Example 1 the requirements on B0 and E(j are 
relatively modest, and yield a large, but conceivable, 
power plant. In Example 2, the values of 30 and Eg are 
more difficult to achieve, but the plant size is much 
smaller. Somewhere in between there will exist an op
timum compromise set of parameters. 

X. Laser-Heated U-Pinch Reactor Parameters. 

One proposal for a fusion reactor is based ipon 
a magnetically confined plasma column which Is hi ated 
to ignition via long wavelength (e.g., 10.6 I*) laser 
irradiation from the ends.' Some potential problem 
areas in this scheme which require further investiga
tion are the beam channeling problem, anomalous back-
scatter, size of laser, etc. For Che purposes of this 
paper we will assume that laser heating is possible. 
Based on simple energy arguments, similar co chose em
ployed for Che conventional u-pinch reactor above, we 
next proceed to calculate the reactor parameters and 
the required laser energy, us was done »oovc for the 
case of the conventional magnetically heated 6-plnch. 

From Eq. (4), the plasma thermal energy content 
mt 10 keV is Ep - 246 a

2 MJ. for a given in cm. The 
laser energy required to ignite Che plasma at 5 keV is 
therefore 1/2 Ep, assuming no loss of laser light or 
overheating at the ends. The overheating effect has 
previously been estimated I •• Fills and Sawyer1 at 

http://partlc.lt
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mighty • factor of 2 energy penalty for laser-heated 
system* of 5 kcV temperature ar.d to loji«tri». Therefore 
the laser energy required will be approximately 

t^ • 2*6 s^em) KJ. (24) 

tit* coll radius b In a later heated reactor can 
be auch outlier than In • conventional tf-ptnch reactor 
because no coapresslonal heat Ins 1* Involved. To avoid 
alpha particle collisions with the wall ve require that 
* satisfy 

• + r,(«) <2S> 

vitere rj(o) * 272/8{kC) i t the aloha gyroradius In en 
•C 3.52 K«V. Substituting b froa Eq. (25) Into Eq. (19) 
•gain yield* a quadratic equation In a, with solution 

..*^4P 4a' 
(26) 

where a " - >*(WJ) ft] 

- 0.79 CM and F% » 0.546 CJ. 

For » » 400 kC. we calculate -*,,(> - 162 aeters and 
hence I>/*ab * 7.4. Thta value la lorRc enough to Jnply 
essentially total absorption of the laser energy by the 
plasma. 

XI. Discussion and Conclusions. 

In thla paper ve have estlsaated the joule losses 
In a u-plnch eotl by assuring that certain of th« coil 
parameters - inanely the resistivity and vail thicknens 
- are essentially fixed parameters. Certainly the val-
uai uied here (fi » 5 x 10"° f.-v-a and ib « 10 c,o) can
not be lowered appreciably without affecting credibil
ity of the reactor. The resistivity of pure copper, 
for example, la •v 1.7 x 10"Q f!-eo at rooa teaperature, 
• very unlikely operating point for an Inside coil. 

Many of the energy losses associated with a fusion 
reactor have been neglected In the above, such as eddy 
current losses, pusplng losses, etc. On the other hand 
some sources of recoverable energy have also been nc-
I,lectad: direct conversion froa the alpha particle 
he*tinj «nd expansion, the recoverable fraction of joule 
ios«*s In the hot coll, etc. These items have all been 
lumped together In our basic assumption of a 2OS cir
culating power fraction, based upon energy flow calcu
lations for the RTPJ1.2 

».»4 x 10* «(fl-ea)/ub<es0 

nm-c») 

la C M * problem, since Eg la not involved, BQ la the 
smljp free paraiMter. 

A* in tht *-pinch ««*•• Sec. IX, we vil 
ti/fc, - 0.1, i) • S « 10"* ft-c«, db » 10 em, 
375 rw/ar a* reasonable choices for a high-.? 

trill assume 
and Py/A -

high-'fiald reac
tor; Wt then consider operation at two values of the 
•agnatic field, B0 » 200 and 8a - 400 fcC. 

Example It 8 - 200 JiC. 

la this case wet calculate a • 3.SO cm, b - 4.86 
cm, n • 5 x 10*° ca - 3, T • 20 msec, L - 4.9 km, E^ <• 
14.2 CJ, P T H - 7.1 CW, and E L - 3.0 CJ. 

For comparison with tht reactor length of 4.9 km 
the laser absorption length for 10.6 p radiation la 
(Ivan by 

( , 2.12 x 10a(ltT>7/2 

•^ iatl.54 x 103(kT)3/2J 
(27) 

where *,b »• *«» ka 'or k T i« k*v »nd B *" kc- for 5 

kaV aed 200 kC wa calculate Xaj, -2.6 toe, and hence 
L/*ab " !•'• I" thia casa, where the reactor length 
la lees than two absorption lengths at ignition, some 
Xaaar energy amy be loat from the open enda of che 
pinch. This could have the effect of increasing E L 

fro* 3 CJ to, say, 5 CJ. 

Example 2: B - 400 kC. 

•_t In the case of the conventional o-pinch 400 kC 
represent a rather extreme value of magnetic field. 
This case probably yields the minimum practical plasma 
radius, and hence the minimum laser energy require
ments! We calculate a - 1.49 cm, b - 2.17 cm, n - 2 

l>17 ,..-3. T . <i iiaai.. L a 1.7 In. R. - 5.3 CJ, P-h 

la order to keep the length aed power output of a 
straight reactor to reasonable proportions. It appears 
Chat operation at high magnetic fields, in the range 
si 200 to 400 kC, is desirable. At such high field 
strengths, it is probable that the compression coll 
should ba located insid* the lithium blanket, as as
sumed In the present paper. If an outside coll were 
assumed Instead, the ainisum value of the coll radius 
h wmtM (iwrMt, Kv n*rh,tt 5»»!f » merer frnm rh* «.il-

ues calculated in this paper. This would be a diffi
cult proposition froa the standpoint of both strength 
of materials and magnetic energy storage requircaents. 
An inside coll, on the other hand, is subject to heat
ing and structural damage froa the intense bremsstrah" 
lung, neutron and gamma-ray fluxes it encounters, and 
a careful study will be required to see if it can sur
vive in such an environment. 

looking beyond the coll problem,a linear high-
field reactor is not without attractions. It is bas
ically a staple design, lends itself to modular con
struction, and provides ready access from the ends. 
The reactor thermal output power and magnetic energy 
storage requirements are modest when compared to sose 
other fusion reactor designs, at least in the 400 kC 
case. 

x 10* 5 msec, L - 1.2 km, Ef, 

Of the two plasma heating methods considered '>>.re, 
the magnetic heating scheme would seem preferable. It 
is true that the laaer heating method provides a siioo-
what smaller power plant, but against this possible 
advantage must be set the difficulty of reliably pro
curing at least 500 HJ of laser energy per pulse (ap
proximately once per second), and the largely unknown 
phyaica problems involved in heating a plasma filament 
over 1000 meters long by means of photon absorption 
from the ends. 

The conventional e-plnch, on the other hand, In
volves more familiar technology and a proven method 
for producing thermonuclear plasmas. 

We conclude that plasma radii in the seversl cm 
range, which are required to keep the circulating pow
er fraction below 201, are acceptable in a linear 0-
pinch reactor which uses conventional magnetic heating 
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techniques. In the case of laser heating without 
Magnetic coaprc-nlon, however, the required laser en
ergy la uncoeu'ortably large by present standard*. 
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Figure Captions 

rig. 1. Magnetic Pre**ure v» Magnetic Field Screngch. 

Pig. 2. Llnur 0-Plnch Geometry. 
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